Abstract. The plasma chemistry of fluorocarbon-oxygen-argon discharges and its influence on prominent oxygen triplets are studied. The oxygen 777 triplet is very important for the measurement of atomic oxygen in low pressure plasmas, since the 777.417 nm spectral line is frequently used for actinometry. In this paper we identify changes in the individual 777 triplet lines arising from cascade effects from higher energy levels of oxygen, and from resonant energy transfer from energetic carbon atoms in carbon-rich plasmas. The lower energy levels of three oxygen triplets (544 nm, 616 nm, 645 nm) are the upper states of the 777 triplet. Increased emission intensity from the 544, 616, and 645 triplets result in changes to the relative intensity of the individual lines of the 777 triplet, and this can lead to errors in using the 777 triplet, e.g. 
O 2 ) with the intensity of an emitted line of argon, allows one to eliminate the influence of line intensity changes due to excitation conditions and evaluate the real behavior of the emitted line intensity due to the changes in the species ground state concentration. The relative density of atomic oxygen can be monitored by calculating the ratio of the 3s-3p line intensity at 777.417 nm for O I and the 4s-4p line intensity at 750.387 nm for Ar.
Previous work [9] showed that the actinometric line from the 845-oxygen triplet is better suited than the 777-oxygen line. They show that the cross section for excitation by molecular dissociation is lower for the 845 line resulting in reduced signal masking. However, many spectrometers have very low quantum efficient for wavelengths of 800nm and above [17] . Therefore the oxygen 845 triplet can result in low signal intensity compared with the 777 oxygen spectral lines, and this can cause problems when developing applications based on actinometry. This fact is very important and often neglected in theoretical/practical comparison between the 777 and 845 oxygen triplets.
There are, however, other issues in the application of actinometry. For example, 777.417 nm atomic oxygen (O I) spectral line is part of an oxygen triplet, each has the same transition probability and many spectral devices cannot separate these spectral lines and therefore they record them as single line, i.e. "777" O I spectral line. In many technological plasma, also, a noble gas is a buffer gas and therefore the actinometric applications of the 777 spectral lines are even more challenging [18, 19] .
The conclusion of this work is that there are regions of operational space where the unresolved 777 oxygen line can be used as a substitute for the real oxygen actinometric line (777.417 nm) [20] but care must be taken. We demonstrate that the upper energy level of the 777 oxygen spectral lines can also be populated by cascade radiative emission from other oxygen triplets (e.g. 544, 616, and 645 O I triplets) and we establish the cascade dependency among those energy levels and external experimental conditions. Complexity of plasma chemistry is also investigated in this work, in particular the link between emission of several atomic carbon lines (600.113 nm, 600.603 nm, 600.718 nm, 601.068 nm, 601.322 nm and 601.484 nm) and the oxygen spectral lines from the 777 triplet. The upper energy levels among these spectral lines of oxygen and carbon are very close to each other, and we conclude that non-radiative transfer of energy between these carbon and oxygen energy levels occurs.
Our main motivation for this work is to (1) emphasize the influence of radiative emission from oxygen triplets at 544, 616, and 645 nm to the intensities of (one of most important) oxygen spectral lines at 777 nm, (2) present a non-radiative energy transfer between oxygen and carbon energy levels and the impact to spectral line emission of the 777 oxygen triplets, (3)study the influence and importance of quantum efficiency of the spectrometers to measurement of spectral intensity of the 777 "line", and (4) establish a criterion when it is suitable to use a low resolution spectrometer instead of a high resolution one for recording spectral lines at 777 nm.
techniques
The experiments are performed in a modified Exelan r chamber (with Lam's proprietary DFC r technology). The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 1 [21] .
The topology of the plasma source is that of a parallel plate system with a 13 mm gap. The grounded upper electrode is made from a 6 mm thick single crystal silicon plate. The lower electrode consists of an electrostaticchuck (ESC) which holds a 200 mm diameter silicon wafer with a 20 µm thermal oxide coating as the plasma facing boundary. The radial boundary of the plasma is formed by a set of quartz confinement rings. The net result of these boundary conditions is a symmetric plasma independent of the rf power and resultant plasma density.
The radio-frequency power delivered to the lower electrode of the system is a true summation of 2 MHz and 27 MHz signals (current and voltage). Typical values are 2 kV pp (2.5 Amps) and 250 V pp (25 Amps) for the 2 MHz and 27 MHz signals into the plasma, respectively. In combination with the symmetric plasma system, the plasma potential (V p ) oscillates predominantly at the 2 MHz rf voltage with an associated high frequency oscillation at 27 MHz [22, 23] , with the mean time-averaged V p reaching several hundreds of volts above ground. The advantage of dual-rf-frequency power is that it provides independent control of the ion current and ion energy onto the boundary [24, 25] . For the capacitive plasma configuration the high (low) frequency sees a low (high) impedance, resulting in high (low) current and low (high) voltage. The rf current results in ohmic heating of the plasma electrons, thus the high frequency power is principally responsible for power deposition into the electrons. The rf voltage on the electrode results in sheath voltage (the plasma bulk being highly conductive), thus the low frequency power is principally responsible for ion power delivered to the boundary and the ions gain the average sheath voltage when they cross the sheath. In this way dual-frequecy provides separate "control knobs" for ion current (proportional to density) and ion energy.
The gas is introduced into the chamber through a showerhead in the top (grounded) electrode. Gas flows through the plasma chamber radially and is pumped out between "confinement rings" into a pump channel which is connected to a helical-groove pump via a high-conductance pumping plenum. Constant plasma area pressure under varying reactive gas flows is achieved by varying the conductance of the confinement rings. power of the lower frequency (2 MHz, P 2) generator is varied from 200 to 600 W, and for the higher frequency (27 MHz, P 27) generator the power is varied from 600 to 1200 W.
To collect OES data covering the multivariate process space (Oxygen flow, C 4 F 8 flow, P 2, P 27, Pressure) and evaluate the cross-dependencies of the measured outputs, a "design-of-experiment" (DOE) approach has been taken.
Eighteen different combinations of experimental parameters were selected to characterize the use of the oxygen-777 actinometry line. Details of the 18 operational points are given in table 1. To collect each emission spectra the system is sequentially operated in each of the 18 operational points, with dwell times at each point of 30 seconds. The sequence is run separately for data collection from each of the two spectrometers (described below). In this way long-time-scale chamber drift due to build-up and etching of the fluorocarbon films on the plasma boundaries that can occur for some operational points do not affect the data sets. Cleaning of the plasma-volume with a pure oxy- gen plasma from time-to-time ensures a stable discharge condition.
All optical observations were carried out using one of two spectrometers. The first spectrometer is a 2 m focal length Carl Zeiss PGS-2 spectrometer with a 1302 lines/mm grating which operates from 200 to 1400 nm and has an ICCD camera system, which is sensitive from 190 nm to 900 nm, positioned at its focal plane. The PGS-2/iCCD optical system has very high resolution of 9.17 pm/pixel at λ=200 nm and 7.5 pm/pixel at λ=900 nm at the optimum entrance slit width of 15 µm. Although the PGS-2/iCCD optical system has very high resolution, it is bulky, difficult to operate and align and covers just 5 nm spectral region across the CCD detector at any one time. The second spectrometer is an Ocean Optics USB2000 fiber optic spectrometer which is a low resolution spectrometer with a focal length of 42 mm, a 600 lines/mm grating which operates from 200 to 875 nm. The resolution of the USB2000 is 0.555 nm/pixel at λ=200 nm and 0.536 nm/pixel at λ=875 nm [6] . This compact spectrometer is easy to operate with no optical alignment required and can display the entire spectrum from 200 to 875 nm at any one time.
Light from the plasma passes through the quartz con- In order to compare recorded spectra from these two spectrometers, calibration of optical detection system, i.e. a calculation of they quantum efficiency, is performed. The intensity measured by a spectrometer [17] , depended on wavelength (λ), is given by
where I
Sour λ is intensity of the light source depended of the wavelength, Ω eff is the effective spatial angle, ∆A is the effective area of the source, ∆λ is the spectral interval, T F is the transparency of the interference filter, T W is the transparency of the window on light source and Q λ is the quantum efficiency of Spectrometer. Figure 2 shows the normalized quantum efficiency of the two spectrometer systems.
There are 21 energy levels [13] from the spectrum of O I with transitions to the 3p ( 5 P) level is allowed and some of those are presented in Figure 5 and Table 2 . As presented in Table 2 , five of the 21 possible O I energy levels exhibit high transition probability to the 3p ( Table 2 ). Other transitions exist with lower energy of 3p ( 5 P), but with substantially lower transitions probabilities and measured intensities, and the impact of these is assumed to be small. Atomic oxygen has two actinometry spectral lines, the first one belongs to the 777 triplet and the second one belongs to the 845 triplet. Figure 2 shows that both spectrometers have very low efficiency at a wavelength of 845 nm (vertical line with label "845"). The quantum efficiency is much higher at 777 nm (vertical line with label "777") than for 845 nm, i.e. 3.5 times is higher in the high resolution spectrometer and 6 times for the low resolution spectrometer. This leads to the conclusion that many spectrometers will record very low signal intensity of the 845 oxygen triplet, and this is a problem for actinometry. This is not the only problem with recording the 845 oxygen triplet. Namely, for actinometrical purpose it is necessary to add a small amount of actinometry gas, e.g. argon.
Argon has very strong spectral line emission between 700
and 850 nm, such that even small amounts of argon will introduced significant radiative emission. Figure 3 shows the spectra from a pure oxygen plasma with an overlay of the spectra from a pure argon discharge. The deconvolution between the 845 and the 842.4 nm spectral lines can be very challenging. According to the NIST database, the lines from 845 multiplet have about 20% higher relative intensity than the 777 multiplet, see Table 2 . However, the measured intensity of spectral lines (figure 3) from the 777 multiplet is higher than the 845 multiplet due to quantum efficiency of these spectrometers (about four times in average). Therefore, it is worth exploring the option to use the spectral line from the 777 triplet for oxygen actinometry.
Results and Discussion
The 777 nm oxygen triplet includes three spectral lines, see Table 2 . These lines belong to transition 3s-3p and
They have the same lower energy (E f ) level of 9.15 eV, while the upper energy (E i ) levels are triplets have different E i levels see Table 2 . The E f levels for spectral lines from the 544, 616, and 645 triplets are the E i levels for spectral lines from the 777 triplet. The energy levels and associated spectra lines are presented in figure 5 and Table 2 . We investigate the impact of 544, (table 1) . This infers that although the actual actinometry spectral line is not resolved by the USB2000 spectrometer, the measured broad peak intensity can by multiplied by a certain factor to give the actual intensity of the actinometric emission line within the particular unresolved peak. This is true for the ma- To understand the phenomenology of the oxygen triplets, note that at the conditions where the 544, 616, and 645 emission is high (operational points 3, 14, 15, and 16), the P27 is at a minimum value and total pressure is at a maximum, thus the ratio of high frequency power to pressure is a minimum. In these conditions, we observe that the population of 3p level ( 5 P 1,2,3 ) by electron collision from ground state is no longer the main/only mechanism.
Other optical channels play an important role as well, e.g. Figure 5 and Table 2 ). 
Conclusions
Optical emission spectroscopy was used to study the char- interfere with using the O-777 line for actinometry. The first correlates to strong cascade emission from higherenergy states of atomic oxygen, and this supports previous work [9] . In the DFC-CCP this occurs at low P 27
and is understood to be due to increase in the electron temperature and/or preferential heating of the tail population of the electron-energy-distribution function. The second mechanism observed correlates to high atomic carbon emission. This is understood to be due to resonant energy transfer between the upper state of the O-777 lines Evidence is also seen for non-radiative energy transfer between carbon and oxygen atoms.
